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Abstract

Micro-Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) lay a vital role in the development and economic growth in Indonesia. CV. Promindo Utama is the largest producer of mango puree in Cirebon Regency. SMEs needed a good partnership with other parties to develop and strengthen its existences. This study aims to measure performances, analyze patterns and mechanisms of a partnership between CV. Promindo Utama with farmers and marketing partners and analyze its development efforts. The methods used in this qualitative research were performance measurement, partnership pattern and mechanisms analysis and descriptive analysis. The results indicated that overall performance of CV. Promindo Utama was profitable and the partnership pattern used with two partners was a common trading pattern. The development effort can be done by developing agribusiness business network and optimizing the business partnership that has been formed.
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Introduction

Indonesia is dominated by micro, small and medium-scale business actors. Therefore, Micro-Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) becomes one of the economic support in Indonesia. Cirebon Regency is the third largest mango producer in West Java after Indramayu and Majalengka Regency. In the last five years between 2012-2016 with total production 213,191,6 ton (BPS West Java Province, 2017). Thus, mango becomes one of potential in Cirebon.

One of the efforts to develop the potential and improve the competitiveness of mango in Cirebon with other mango-producer areas is creating added value that can improve the existence of mango as an icon of Cirebon Regency. The creation of this added value can be done by processing mango into a puree. CV. Promindo Utama is the largest producer of mango puree in Cirebon.

According to Hafsah (2004), the problems faced by SMEs can be categorized into two types: 1) internal factors, consists of lack of capital, lack of human resources, and has a weakness in marketing network, 2) external factors, consists of the business climate that not fully conducive, lack of business facilities and infrastructure, and lack of market access.

The problems that often occur in SMEs which used main raw material from the agricultural sector is the availability. Mango is a seasonal commodity, which is only available in certain months. Therefore, it requires certainty and guarantees in the procurement of guaranteed raw materials in terms of quantity, quality, and continuity by business partnering. Besides that, the scope of SMEs is relatively small and that caused the business network becomes weak so that access to the market was limited.

SMEs needed a good partnership with other parties to develop and strengthen its existences. Especially in agribusiness that consists of subsystems that interconnected with each other, from the input subsystem to supporting institution subsystem. There is needed a cooperation between every subsystem so that each subsystem able to work properly and support each other.

According to Hafsah (2004), one of the efforts that can be done to overcome the problems faced by SMEs is by the business partnership. Partnerships between small businesses and large businesses will help each other and there will be mutually beneficial relationships. The partnership is also can expand market share and make business management more efficient. So that SMEs have the power in competing with other business actors, both from within and outside the country.

This research aims to measure performances, analyze patterns and mechanisms of business partnership that exists in CV. Promindo Utama with farmers and marketing partners in doing its business and analyze its development efforts. The business partnership that undertook by CV. Promindo Utama can be one of the efforts to continue to grow and strengthen its position as a mango puree processor.

Method

This research was conducted in CV. Promindo Utama, Cirebon Regency, West Java, Indonesia. The object that will be reviewed in this research is the development of SMEs through business partnership on SMEs processing of puree mango. The design of this study is qualitative with case study method while the data and information come from primary and secondary sources. Data collected are based on observations, discussions, and in-depth interviews with respondents. The respondents are owner CV. Promindo Utama, mango farmer as a partner that supplies its raw material, puree mango processor/industry as a market partner, and government.
The design of data analysis in this study are performance measurement, partnership pattern and mechanisms analysis and descriptive analysis. Gerba and Viswanadham (2016) stated that SMEs performance can be measured by financial and non-financial performance measurement, includes profitability, total assets, return on investment (ROI), sales volume, employment size, capital employed, market share, customer satisfaction, productivity, turnover, delivery time, and other. Musfialdi (2013) measure the performance of SMEs with three aspects, such as profitability, productivity, and market. In this research SMEs performance measure profitability, productivity, and market.

1. Profitability

1) Total Costs

According to Sukirno (2011), total cost can be known by using the formula:

\[TC = TFC + TVC\]

Where:

- \(TC\) = Total Costs (Rp)
- \(TFC\) = Total Fixed Costs (Rp)
- \(TVC\) = Total Variable Costs (Rp)

2) Total Revenue

According to Sukirno (2011) total revenue can be known by using the formula:

\[TR = P \times Q\]

Where:

- \(R\) = Revenue (Rp)
- \(Q\) = Quantity (kg)
- \(P\) = Price (Rp/kg)

3) Profit

Profit can be count by subtracting total revenue with total cost (Sukirno, 2011). Profit can be known by using the formula:

\[\pi = TR - TC\]

Keterangan :

- \(\pi\) = Profit (Rp)
- \(TR\) = Total Revenue (Rp)
- \(TC\) = Total Cost (Rp)

4) Productivity

According to Sarjono (2001) formula that used for productivity is:

\[\text{Productivity} = \frac{\text{Output}}{\text{Input}}\]

Where:

- Output = Total of outputs produced (liter)
- Input = Total of inputs used (HOK)

**Result and Discussion**

CV. Promindo Utama started its business in 1996 led by Sholeh BH Kurdi. CV. Promindo Utama’s first products were nata de coco and gula asam drink. In 2003 CV. Promindo Utama started to produce mango puree in cooperation with Balai Besar Penelitian dan Pengembangan
At the end of 2005, CV. Promindo Utama also produced puree from various kinds of fruits, such as soursop, guava, strawberry, lemon, and pineapple.

1. Performance of CV. Promindo Utama

1) Profitability

Profitability in CV. Promindo Utama was measured by calculating the profit received by CV. Promindo Utama, business capital, and business assets.

a. Profit

The profit which was being analyzed in this research came from the advantages obtained in producing mango puree. The component of the total costs consists of fixed costs and variable costs. Details of operational costs of mango puree processing in 2017 are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Amounts/year (Rp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Fixed Costs</td>
<td>34,864,583.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Variable Costs</td>
<td>470,297,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Total Costs</td>
<td>505,162,437.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>618,750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Profit</td>
<td>113,587,562.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>R/C</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results in Table 1, the profit which is gained by CV. Promindo Utama from mango puree processing in 2017 was Rp 113,587,562.5 with R/C ratio of 1.22. The value of R/C was greater than 1 so the ratio has the meaning that this mango puree business was reasonable to do.

b. Capital and Business Assets

The initial capital used by CV. Promindo Utama to produced mango puree was Rp 10,000,000. This capital came from the personal capital that collected from the profit of selling nata de coco. CV. Promindo Utama didn’t borrow any money from the bank because the owner has a principle that he will never borrow money from the bank. Assets that measured in this research are fixed assets. Fixed Assets are assets that are not generally intended for resale, but are intended to be used for the activities of a company (Shahab, 1991).

Total fixed assets consist of mango puree production process equipment, land, and building. The amount of total fixed assets of CV. Promindo Utama in 2017 was Rp 1,593,150,000. Seeing the development of assets owned by CV. Promindo Utama for mango puree processing, from the initial capital that only Rp 10,000,000, has increased for 15 years. As stated by Karana, et al (2014) in order to sustain the business and develop its business, SMEs will require substantial capital for assets development and capital increase.

2) Productivity

Productivity is the end result that obtained by SMEs related to its business activities to meet what the consumers really wanted and needed (Musfialdi, 2013). The indicators for productivity in this research are labor productivity and product quality.
a. Labor Productivity of CV. Promindo Utama

Measurement of labor productivity can be used to know the level of effectiveness and work efficiency of labor in producing the product. Labor productivity can be calculated by using the formula below:

\[
\text{Labor Productivity} = \frac{22,500 \text{ Liter}}{585 \text{ HOK}} = 38,46 \text{ Liter/HOK}
\]

From that calculation in 2017, the value of labor productivity was 38,46 liter/HOK. The value indicated that every use of labor input equal to 1 HOK (Hari Orang Kerja) will produce output equal to 38,46 liters of mango puree.

b. Quality

The quality of mango puree which was produced by CV. Promindo Utama was measured using mango puree specification. The specification of mango puree that produced by CV. Promindo Utama will be compared with aseptic totapuri mango puree that produced by ABC Fruits in India. The comparison between the two specifications of mango puree is shown in Table 2.

**Table 2. A Comparison of Mango Puree Specification between CV. Promindo Utama and ABC Fruits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mango Puree from CV. Promindo Utama</th>
<th>Mango Puree from ABC Fruits¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variety</td>
<td>Arumanis and Gedong</td>
<td>Totapuri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Soluble Solids</td>
<td>13-16⁰ brix</td>
<td>Minimum 14⁰ brix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavor and Aroma</td>
<td>Gedong mango: typical flavored like mango</td>
<td>Typical desert quality totapuri mango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gedong Arumanis mango: typical flavored like arumanis mango</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Gedong mango: egg yolk color</td>
<td>Bright golden yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arumanis mango: yellow color</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelf Life</td>
<td>9 months at 2⁰C</td>
<td>24 months at 10⁰C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 months at 25⁰C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


From the customer’s side, the quality of mango puree that produced by CV. Promindo Utama has been satisfactory for its customers. CV. Promindo Utama was able to formulate the specifications of mango puree in such a way so that customers can follow the specified specs.

3) Market

a. Sales Volume

The demand for mango puree was always changing in every year. It happened because there was no written contract so that sometimes there was a sudden demand from the customer. Sales volume of mango puree from 2013-2017 is shown in Figure 1.
The sales of mango puree in CV. Promindo Utama from 2013-2017 was so fluctuating. The fluctuation of mango puree sales volume in CV. Promindo Utama can be influenced by several things, including the market conditions of its partners (customers). If the condition of the customers market is not very good, it will affect the demand for mango puree, the customers will reduce the demand for mango puree so that the sales volume decreases. In addition, increased demand for other products makes the production of mango puree was decreased due to limited storage capacity.

b. Achievement of Market Position
Mango puree that produced by CV. Promindo Utama can compete with domestic puree or with import puree in terms of price and quality. In terms of price, imported mango puree tends to be more expensive because there is an entrance fee, in addition to the purchase of imported puree there is a minimum purchase requirement, that is 15,000-20,000 liters, so for small-scale purchases, it will not be served. Another advantage of CV. Promindo Utama is able to achieve all market segmentation, such as, SMEs that processing mangoes and HORECA (Hotel, Restaurant, Café) that the quantity of purchasing is still not too large and customers mango processing factories with large purchases that produce juice of other processed mangoes.

For domestic competitors, the competitors of puree mango producer are not much, there are more for processing factories of guava, soursop, and pineapple purees such as in Tangerang and Depok areas. The number of competitors that produce mango puree is still small and the use of technology is still simple if compared with the CV. Promindo Utama. For example, mango podang urang puree that produced by Kelompok Wanita Tani (KWT) Budidaya Tiron Makmur in Kediri, East Java, besides there is a different type of mango used, the use of technology for the production process is still simple. The production process of puree mango podang urang was using a blender (Mutmainnah, et al., 2017), while CV. Promindo Utama already using semi-modern technology like pulper machine. CV. Promindo Utama already has its own customers. Beside that CV Promindo Utama has penetrated overseas markets. CV. Promindo Utama once exported puree to Japan in 2006.

2. The Partnership between CV. Promindo Utama and Mango Farmers
Initially the partnership between CV. Promindo Utama with mango farmers was using written agreement (formal contract). Written agreements were only valid for five years. But now the
rules that applied in the partnership is using an informal contract with the principle of trust between the two parties.

CV. Promindo Utama enforces contracts at the beginning because they worried that mango farmers will sell mangoes to other places. As revealed by Sulistyowati et al (2016) the dilemma of cooperation occurs when there is an offer from another promising party with a higher price and makes the farmers faced with many choices. The change of agreement was due to the fact that after five years the trust between the two parties was already established.

CV. Promindo Utama holds a meeting with mango farmers before the mango puree processing to discuss the partnership agreement between the two parties, such as the price, the required mango specification, the packing method, the payment mechanism and the quantity of mango that requested by CV. Promindo Utama to mango farmers as its partner. The pattern of partnership that runs between CV. Promomindo Utama with mango farmers was a form of general trading partnership. The partnership scheme that exists between CV. Promindo Utama with mango farmers is presented in Figure 2.

In the general trading partnership, the business relationship between CV. Promindo Utama with mango farmers was a relationship in the marketing of mango farmers’ production. The farmer’s group as a partner was tasked to supply the main raw material needs and provide a raw material guarantee for CV. Promindo Utama, both in terms of quality, quantity, and continuity. While the CV. Promindo Utama in charge of processing and selling that mango puree to its marketing partners, namely customers. CV. Promindo Utama provides market guarantees and price guarantees for partner farmers.

3. The Partnership between CV. Promindo Utama and Its Customers
In running its business, CV. Promindo Utama establishes partnerships with nine partners to sell mango puree. The initial phase of establishing a partnership between CV. Promindo Utama with marketing partners or customers is the customers who want to buy mango puree and establish a partnership with CV. Promindo Utama sends an e-mail to the CV. Promindo Utama about their needs of mango puree. After that the CV. Promindo Utama will reply e-mail from customers include price, initial payment terms about 20%-50% and repayment are done after one month.
Agreement between the CV. Promindo Utama with the customers will be different if customers have done repeat order. The customers make purchasing order which contains the required amount of puree then paid according to the agreement when purchasing order. There is a customer who paid off at the time of one month from delivery of mango puree, at the time of 45 days from delivery, and there are also customers who pay one week after delivery. For purchasing order in the CV. Promindo Utama customer should be doing purchasing order in 3-4 days for the process.

In terms of mechanisms, agreements, rights and obligations of both parties, the partnership pattern between CV. Promindo Utama and customer is a form of general trading partnership. Partnership scheme between CV. Promindo Utama and customer are outlined in Figure 3.

**Figure 3. The Partnership Scheme between CV. Promindo Utama with Customers**

The general trading partnership was a partnership between a partner group and a partner company, which the partner company sold the product from partner group or a partner group supplying the necessary needs of the partner company (Zakaria, 2014). In the general trading partnership, the business relationship between CV. Promindo Utama with the customers was only cooperation of marketing. CV. Promindo Utama was in charge of supplying the raw material needs and providing a raw material guarantee that was mango puree for the customers. Customers as a marketing partner in charge of processing and selling puree mango into other products such as juice or mango puree drinks. Agreements that formed between the two parties initially used formal agreements or written agreements but the agreement between the two parties turned into an informal agreement, an unwritten agreement using the principles of kinship, trust, and mutual understanding. As revealed by Sulistyowati et al (2013), consideration of the formation of informal agreement on partnership relationship is an aspect of norm and trust between both parties.

4. **Development Efforts of CV. Promindo Utama**

The development of CV. Promindo Utama through business partnerships can be done by optimizing the agribusiness network in the form of fruit processing cluster. The cluster is formed on the scope of a specific geographical region that consists of producers, suppliers, buyers, and the other actors to develop and strengthen collaboration among all parties involved with mutually beneficial relations (Tambunan, 2005).
Through a cluster, SMEs can get many advantages and SMEs can solve the problems that related to business scale, production process, marketing, procurement of inputs, risks associated with demand fluctuations, and weakness in market information. The advantages can only be obtained if the cluster has well-developed both internal and external networks (Tambunan, 2005). The internal network consists of CV. Promindo Utama, mango farmers as a partner of procurement the raw materials and customers as a marketing partner while the external network consists of other business actors and various supporting institutions such as government institutions, financial institutions, industrial equipment and machinery, universities, and the other actors.

The development efforts of the internal and external network in the cluster can be done by developing agribusiness network and optimize the business partnership that has been formed. According to Saptana and Indrianingsih (2006) the development of business partnership in order to build agribusiness network can be done by (1) Strengthening of horticulture agribusiness group in a production center; (2) Bridging and unifying inter-group perceptions, interests and efforts with business partners; and (3) Intensive guidance and counseling for agribusiness development on partnerships. In a business partnership, in order to provide benefits for each party that involved, between the parties should be mutually built, not just a sale and purchase transactions. Illustration of CV development effort CV. Promindo Utama through business partnership is shown in Figure 4.

**Figure 4. The Scheme of Development Effort for CV. Promindo Utama through a Business Partnership**

In West Java, a fruit processing cluster has been established for all people who processed fruit into various processed foods called Masterbu (Masyarakat Klaster Pengolah Buah). The government has been fostering for five years to make Mastebu from 2008-2013. This masterbu
The pattern of partnership between mango farmers and customers was a general trading pattern. The agreement between the two parties and market.

The conclusion concerns so that nothing will hamper the partnership between the two parties. All members of the Masterbu association find their way out with the principle of kinship. By conducting regular meetings with members, the routine meetings can be a means for members to express the problems that they have and together find their way out with the principle of kinship. By conducting regular meetings with all members of the Masterbu, it is expected that all members will be able to understand their concerns so that nothing will hamper the partnership between the two parties.

The government has a very important role for all members of Masterbu to provide a program that can be a solution to the problem that faced by SMEs. Sulistyowati et al (2018) stated that the government has tried to provide a program to solve the problem but in reality, it has not been effective yet. The government was expected to provide continuous coaching to members of Masterbu. The guidance can be under the guidance of administration and marketing because it is one of the weaknesses of SMEs. Besides that, the government was expected to provide appropriate assistance for SMEs, including CV Promindo Utama. One of the obstacles that experienced by the CV. Promindo Utama was limited of capacities, such as processing room and processing machine. The government will cooperate with the tool and machine industry for giving this machine equipment because they were more familiar with the specification of equipment and machinery. Together, both parties provide the equipment that required by SMEs, especially CV. Promindo Utama.

Universities, research, and development institutions have an equally important role with other stakeholders in developing CV. Promindo Utama. Universities and research and development institutions work together to provide new findings in the field of science and innovation that can improve CV. Promindo Utama development.

Financial institutions play a role in providing loans for the members of Masterbu including CV. Promindo Utama with requirements that can be fulfilled by SMEs especially for interest and collateral. One of the obstacles that faced by SMEs was to get a loan from a bank and there were even SMEs who are unwilling to borrow to the bank due to interest and collateral. As stated by Duan et al (2009) that SMEs do not have enough assets to be collateralized.

Bridging and uniting perceptions and concerns among the members with business partners is an important thing that must be done by CV. Promindo Utama with Masterbu members. These routine meetings can be a means for members to express the problems that they have and together find their way out with the principle of kinship. By conducting regular meetings with all members of the Masterbu, it is expected that all members will be able to understand their concerns so that nothing will hamper the partnership between the two parties.

Conclusion

The performance of CV. Promindo Utama was profitable in terms of profitability, productivity, and market. The pattern of partnership done by CV. Promindo Utama with its partner both mango farmers and customers was a general trading pattern. The agreement between the two
parties was informal agreement (unwritten) with the principles of kinship, trust, and mutual understanding. The development effort of CV. Promindo Utama can be done by developing agribusiness network and optimize business partnerships that have been formed.
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